
Beer Pouring – Managers/Co-Managers 
Beer Tastings & pouring for sales of brew are poured by our volunteers. Some 
breweries may choose to help with the tasting pours, but due to liability, it 
mostly falls on the festival to do all pouring.  There is a radio at the Drink 
Ticket Booth and the Beer Village Capt. and SVAE Committee Member both 
have radios also.  
Instructions: 

1) Everyone needs to check in at the volunteer tent & confirm which 
brewery you are assigned to & report to that brewery. You will be 
arriving early before the event starts, and the Brew Capt. & SVAE Rep 
will gather everyone for a brief meeting before the event starts to go 
over procedures.  

2) Managers/Co-Managers work an all day shift. Pourers, work either a 
morning or afternoon shift.  

3) Take drink tickets and pour beer to properly wristbanded fest 
attendees. 

4) All drink tickets are collected in the proper collection buckets and are 
turned in to the command center in zip-locked bags with the brewery 
name on them.  

5)  Each tent has a total of 3 pourers plus a Beer Tent Mgr, and Co-Mgr for 
a total of 5 in each tent. Mgrs. will supervise the size of the beer 
tastings being poured and will provide support to the pourers for folks 
who have been over served or that don't have the correct wristband. If 
there is a problem the pourers will report to the Brewery Manager, who 
will report it to the Beer Village Captain, if needed. 

6) At the end of the day, you will need to make sure all booth supplies are 
cleaned up and that table clothes are sprayed with spot cleaner. We 
will have a golf cart come and pick up all booth supplies.  

7) Once the supplies have been picked up you may go check out at the 
volunteer tent. 

8) The rep from the Brewery Company will be talking about the brews, 
and selling their merchandise if they brought any.  They may or may 
not assist with tastings.   

9) Neither the Brew Rep or any volunteers may drink before or during 
their shifts 

Please review the Alcohol Serving Guide that is in your tent.  
Tim Bennett is the Beer Village Captain & Judy Winslow is the SVAE 
Committee Member supervising the entire Brew Village operation. 

Drink Ticket Sales end at 4:00. Beer Sales ends at 4:30. 


